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Bucking the Odds 2013-11-24
book 9 dancing moon ranch seriescutting the ties for jeremy hansen meant taking
a job three hundred miles from the dancing moon ranch where he could be his own
man but when he meets billy bree fitzsimmons his perfect mate a woman whose
passion for raising bucking bulls matches his passion for riding them he also
finds himself drawn into circumstances in which cutting the ties takes on a
whole new meaning when he is forced to choose between his family and the woman
he loves and never seeing his family again please note the books in the dancing
moon ranch series are intended to be read in sequence as each book moves
forward in time the entire 13 book series spanning thirty years and two
generations

Crazy Horse 1999
two horses go missing from the half moon meadow one night cadillac s a real
beauty but crazy horse his inseparable companion has to be one of the ugliest
horses around why would anyone steal him when crazy horse returns dirty and
dishevelled kirsty knows he will lead her to cadillac

Finding Justice 2015-04-20
two memories are fixed in julia barker s mind from the day of the oklahoma city
bombing being trapped under a building terrified it would collapse and mario
the u s deputy marshal who came to her aid and was trapped with her she d never
gotten his last name but after two decades the feel of his arms around her and
the sound of his voice in the pitch blackness of the rubble is still clear and
then one day he walks back into her life when mario moretti escorts jeremy and
billy hansen back to the dancing moon ranch as the first step in phasing them
out of witness protection he s stunned to find there the woman who d haunted
his memory for years but as in the past there s no place in his life for a wife
and nothing has changed not even the loneliness

Cross Purposes 2013-04-13
book 7 dancing moon ranch series annie kincaid s a wild horse advocate ryan
hansen s a bronco buster the fact that annie s father hired ryan to oversee the
trail horses and take guest ranch visitors on trail rides definitely doesn t
sit well with annie she s had her fill of hot shot cowboys who think life s all
about busting breaking or bulldogging and of all the hansen boys from the
dancing moon ranch ryan s the cockiest of the bunch ryan also has a lot to
learn about managing annie kincaid in the past he had no problem attracting
women but now he wants the one woman who ll take special handling but in the
process annie also learns something about ryan she never could have imagined
something that has her taking a second look still she s not about to fall prey
to the new and improved ryan hansen who has a long way to go to prove he s the
man for her please note the books in the dancing moon ranch series are intended
to be read in sequence as each book moves forward in time the entire 13 book
series spanning thirty years and two generations

Forbidden Spirits 2014-07-04
book 10 dancing moon ranch series tyler hansen has two passions roman riding
his horses as a rodeo special event and learning the source of the voices in
whispering springs all his life he s had a curiosity about the humanlike sounds
in the mountain and he s determined to learn the source rose starbright a
tribal member who works at the living museum on the ranch also has two passions
weaving baskets which she sells in galleries and documenting and preserving
sacred sites whispering springs being one of them as legend goes when a person
sits immersed in the pool and listens to the voices that person is cleansed of
evil spirits tyler has his own theory about the voices and it has to do with
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trapped geysers not spirits so when he starts opening fissures rose warns him
to stop that silencing the voices could have dire consequences but tyler doesn
t believe in spirits only science so he continues his crusade to find the
source and then one day the mountain is silent and that s when tyler s troubles
truly begin author s note the books in my dancing moon ranch series are
intended to be read in sequence as each book moves forward in time the series
spanning two generations i invite you to check out my dancing moon ranch family
album in it my 13 book dancing moon ranch series is illustrated with over 600
full color photographs depicting the ranch and all the characters in the series
including books not yet released you ll also see what it was like during the
missing years in the series when the children of the characters in books 1 3
the heroes and heroines of later books in the series were growing up on the
ranch

Imperfect Magic 2014-12-16
book 11 dancing moon ranch series dimitri matthias an upcoming illusionist with
aspirations of becoming the next david copperfield is offered a proposal by a
las vegas entertainment company create a horse disappearing act he can carry
out on stage and he ll get his own show the problem is dimitri s never been
around horses so he hires maddy hansen to teach him the basics mainly because
he sees in her his perfect stage assistant except that maddy s a dyed in the
wool ranch girl whose dream of starting a riding camp for disabled children is
already in the works what dimitri doesn t count on is falling in love with a
woman and a way of life that until then had escaped him his transformation from
las vegas showman to rugged cowboy also has maddy taking a second look yet las
vegas is where dimitri s future lies and neither of them know how to reconcile
that author s note the books in my dancing moon ranch series are intended to be
read in sequence as each book moves forward in time the series spanning two
generations i invite you to check out my dancing moon ranch family album in it
all the books in my dancing moon ranch series are illustrated with almost 600
full color photographs depicting the ranch and all the characters in the series
including books not yet released you ll also see what it was like during the
missing years in the series when the children of the heroes and heroines in
books 1 3 the heroes and heroines of later books in the series were growing up
on the ranch

Midnight Lady 1999
watching a neighbouring rancher break in three new horses kirstie is horrified
by the treatment of one strong willed mare midnight lady in a desperate bid to
free her kirstie pays a night time visit to the ranch but her plan backfires
when not one but eight horses escape into the mountains

Cutting the Ties Trilogy 2013-11-25
third trilogy in the dancing moon ranch series contains books 7 8 9 of the
series book 7 cross purposes annie kincaid s a wild horse advocate ryan hansen
s a bronco buster the fact that annie s father hired ryan to oversee the trail
horses and take guest ranch visitors on trail rides definitely doesn t sit well
with annie she s had her fill of hot shot cowboys who think life s all about
busting breaking or bulldogging and of all the hansen boys from the dancing
moon ranch ryan s the cockiest of the bunch ryan also has a lot to learn about
managing annie kincaid in the past he s had no problem attracting women but now
he wants the one woman who ll take special handling but in the process annie
also learns something about ryan she never could have imagined something that
has her taking a second look book 8 dancing with danger the last person josh
hansen wants to be around is nurse ratched the woman who gave him an ice water
bed bath to cool him down when he was under her care after a collision with a
bull two years ago and the last person genie matthias wants to become entangled
with romantically or otherwise is a rodeo clown odds are he ll get busted up
again she s also legal guardian of her 4 year old sister and a man who dances
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around with bulls for a living will never be a candidate for step father the
problem is all logic seems to fail whenever they re around each other book 9
bucking the odds cutting the ties for jeremy hansen meant taking a job three
hundred miles from the dancing moon ranch where he could be his own man but
when he meets billy bree fitzsimmons his perfect mate a woman whose passion for
raising bucking bulls matches jeremy s passion for riding them jeremy also
finds himself drawn into circumstances in which cutting the ties takes on a
whole new meaning when he s forced to choose between his family and the woman
he loves and never seeing his family again

Desert Hunt 2019-02-10
a full length prequel to the wolves of twin moon ranch series strictly off
limits or destined mates rae has a secret one she can t allow any wolf pack to
discover but with an old enemy hot on her heels she has no option but to trust
zack the man from the wrong side of the tracks taking off on the back of zack s
harley seems like good idea at first but when she lowers her defenses for the
captivating coyote shifter she might just be risking it all the new she wolf in
town may be strictly off limits but zack just can t keep away when the thrill
of the chase gets his blood pumping in more ways than one he s ready to
overstep every boundary and break every rule destiny says she s his but the
pack s ruling alpha says she belongs to another there s more than meets the eye
on twin moon ranch home to a pack of shapeshifting wolves willing to battle for
life and love each book is a complete standalone story no cliffhangers a
paranormal romance with adult content the perfect read for fans of strong
heroines alpha heroes werewolves and shapeshifters bad boy bikers red hot
cowboys romantic westerns paranormal suspense action adventure romance and
fantasy romance

The Outdoor Girls at New Moon Ranch 2023-11-23
mollie is the subject of much speculation as both roy anderson and clem field
continue to court her carolyn cooper and identical twins meg and lota bronson
become outdoor girls

Stolen Kiss 2022-06-05
a bonus epilogue to lure of the bear book 3 in anna lowe s aloha shifters
jewels of the heart series this short story is not a standalone book stolen
kiss takes place a few days after the conclusion of lure of the bear hunter and
dawn are happily mated but destiny has a few more surprises up its sleeve find
out what happens when hunter takes his mate to a hidden waterfall in this
special bonus epilogue to lure of the bear

Hawaiian Serenade 2022-06-05
a bonus epilogue to lure of the wolf book 2 in anna lowe s aloha shifters
jewels of the heart series this short story is not a standalone book hawaiian
serenade takes place one week after the conclusion of lure of the wolf the moon
is high over koa point and life has never been better for freshly mated wolf
shifters boone and nina except for one little thing

Dragon Honeymoon 2022-05-26
a bonus epilogue to lure of the dragon book 1 in anna lowe s aloha shifters
jewels of the heart series this short story is not a standalone book a dragon s
honeymoon takes place a few weeks after the events of lure of the dragon

Lucky in Love 2011-08-01
a bonus epilogue to rebel lion book 3 in anna lowe s aloha shifters pearls of
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desire series this short story is not a standalone book this bonus scene takes
place six weeks after the events of rebel lion it s another sunny morning on
maui and the gang has gathered in the lucky devil for a special event

Enchanted Horizons 2020-07-07
a bonus scene to book 8 in anna lowe s fire maidens billionaires bodyguards
series this bonus scene takes place four weeks after the events of fire maidens
greece zoe and theo are sailing off on their honeymoon but even then life isn t
all fiery sunsets and idyllic beaches

Lion Around 2021-08-30
a bonus scene to fire maidens london book 2 in anna lowe s billionaires
bodyguards series i love being swept away by an enchanting romance but i m
always sad to reach the end of a book i ve loved fire maidens london is one of
those books so once again i ve written a bonus scene so you can catch one more
glimpse of gemma and liam in their happily ever after this bonus scene takes
place two months after the events of fire maidens london gemma and liam are
planning to enjoy their first lazy morning in weeks but then an unexpected
visitor comes along

La Dolce Vita 2016-04-19
a bonus scene to book 3 in anna lowe s fire maidens billionaires bodyguards
series i love shedding happy tears at the end of a satisfying romance but i m
always sad to reach the end of an enchanting read so once again i ve written a
bonus scene so you can catch one more glimpse of lena and sergio in their
happily ever after it s also a way of wrapping up a final loose thread did you
notice that second pair of lovers pining for each other in fire maidens rome if
you didn t read on for a reminder and a second happy end this bonus scene takes
place three months after the events of fire maidens rome lena and sergio would
love to experience la dolce vita during a weekend getaway in a gorgeous tuscan
villa but one problem still burdens their minds

Double Trouble 2020-09-17
short story bonus scene to fire maidens paris double trouble takes place three
weeks after the events of fire maidens paris natalie and tristan have returned
from their honeymoon training camp in provence eager for their first flight
together over the city of lights but when a double dose of trouble disturbs the
nighttime peace of paris duty calls and they have no choice but to answer note
this is a short story bonus scene that requires knowledge of the characters of
fire maidens paris no cliffhanger just a fun happily ever after story

Fire Maiden’s First Mission 2022-05-27
a bonus scene to book 6 in anna lowe s fire maidens billionaires bodyguards
series life is pretty peachy for newlyweds holly and lachlan recently returned
from a wonderful honeymoon they re ready to settle in to a new life in scotland
but just when everything seems perfect trouble appears and holly faces her
first huge challenge as a fire maiden it s a good thing she has lachlan to rely
on as well as shifter friends from all over europe sergio and lena hurry to
scotland to assist as do gemma and liam before long shifter forces of all
species gather at creag aerden ready to fight an unusual battle the future of
scotland s dragon unicorn alliance is on the line and it s up to holly to save
it this fun action packed bonus scene brings together your favorite characters
from fire maidens scotland london and rome as well as introducing a whole new
family of unicorn shifters enjoy
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Hidden Treasures 2001
a bonus scene to book 4 in anna lowe s fire maidens billionaires bodyguards
series in this bonus scene to fire maidens portugal laura and marco are
spending their last few days on madeira before heading off to new duties in
lisbon they ve accomplished so much already but there s one last task to take
care of before their departure a mystery that lies deep in the mountains hidden
treasures takes place after the main events of fire maidens portugal and before
the final chapter of the book when they are back on the mainland but don t
worry they will return to magical madeira soon they truly have the best of both
worlds lucky laura

Justified Deception 2005
prequel dancing moon ranch series ruth crawford s on a quest to find her
daughter who was kidnapped four years before ruth s private investigator is all
but certain that ranch owner matt kincaid s adopted daughter annie is ruth s
own little beth but matt s the maverick in a powerful family of lawyers and
politicians so even though she manages to land the job as nanny to matt s
willful six year old daughter ruth must tread carefully she can t predict what
matt or his family might do if the adoption is challenged however ruth s
carefully laid plans go awry when she finds herself falling in love with the
man who might have stolen her child author s note annie kincaid will grow up to
marry one of the sons from my dancing moon ranch series so if you enjoy reading
justified deception you might want to follow it by reading the dancing moon
ranch series and cross purposes which is book 7 of the series where 21 year old
annie butts horns with her future husband please note the books in the dancing
moon ranch series are intended to be read in sequence as each story moves
forward in time the entire 13 book series spanning thirty years and two
generations

Southwest Shifters (FREE Shifter Romance Box Set,
Paranormal Romance Series) 2000
four unforgettable shifter romances set in the desert southwest immerse
yourself in suspenseful paranormal romances set in the spellbinding scenery of
the desert southwest take off on the back of a coyote shifter s motorcycle soar
through the sky with a phoenix shifter and fall in love with the wolf shifter
of your dreams howl at the full moon as it rises over mesas canyons and
mysterious ruins of cultures long past surrender yourself to destiny and lose
yourself in sizzling romance southwest shifters includes desert hunt by anna
lowe rae has a secret one she can t allow any wolf pack to discover but with an
old enemy hot on her heels she has no option but to trust zack the man from the
wrong side of the tracks taking off on the back of zack s harley seems like
good idea at first but when she lowers her defenses for the captivating coyote
shifter she might just be risking it all the lone wolf s wish by lisa kessler
shane dodd has lost everything his pack his home and hope his only wish this
christmas is to live long enough to exact revenge on the nero assassin he
believes killed his pack but when he steps between a bullet and piper holland
everything changes the woman dressed as one of santa s elves is his mate and
she ignites a flame in his heart but hope and love are dangerous wishes for a
lone wolf guardian wolf by j k harper being a guardian for the black mesa wolf
pack meant everything to lily bardou until the night she made a fatal mistake
since then she s kept her wild side tightly leashed denying her
responsibilities to her pack and her own sensual needs then kieran rendall
prowls into her life very willing to help lily let go of the past and to unlock
her caged passions phoenix rising by bianca d arc lance is inexplicably drawn
to the sun and doesn t understand why tina is a witch who remembers him from
their high school days she d had a crush on the quiet boy who had an air of
magic about him reunited by fate she wonders if she could be the one to ground
him and make him want to stay even after the fire within him claims his soul if
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only their love can be strong enough don t miss these four unforgettable
shifter romances set in the desert southwest get your free copy today keywords
related to this southwest shifter series starter box set free romance series
starters wolf shifters witches coyote shifters phoenix shifters bestselling
series free paranormal romance wolf shifter free wolf shifter romance free
shifter romance shapeshifter romance with sex wolf shifter romance wolf romance
billionaire romance new adult romance romance ebook romance series top romance
reads fantasy romance hot romance alpha hero feisty heroine usa today
bestselling author j k harper anna lowe bianca d arc lisa kessler wolves
billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy romance romance novel
romance books seduction sexy sensual current paranormal supernatural fantasy
series story action adventure hot sexy read love story best selling shifter
series alpha male happy ever after book rich racy romance ebook quick read
werewolf fated mates hea curvy bbw big beautiful woman fantasy books epic
paranormal romance series werewolves and shifters popular series paranormal
fantasy books top rated books billionaire spells charms romance books fantasy
romance books essential reads paranormal romance series adventure books
mythology and folklore top rated fantasy collection with shapeshifters heroine
supernatural and occult fantasy stories shifter series fantasy paranormal
romance books magical adventures free freebie free book free books free ebook
ebook free novel series starter free series starter free first in series free
box set

Living With Lies 2011-06-02
outdoor girls at new moon ranch by edward stratemeyer published by good press
good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from
well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that
are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Outdoor Girls at New Moon Ranch 2020-11-20
is your first and second favorite animal a horse is your bedroom covered with
horse posters on your walls and horse models on your shelves would you rather
muck out a stall than clean your room then you are absolutely undeniably horse
crazy and for horse crazy girls only is the book for you this is the only
comprehensive book about everything a horse crazy girl needs to know about
horses you ll learn everything from the different breeds of horses to how a
horse s body works to the quirky little things that make the horse the best
animal ever author christina wilsdon even shares ideas for horse themed parties
and suggestions for the best horse movies to watch with your friends and that s
just the beginning

For Horse-Crazy Girls Only
it s 1953 and clara lambert is a simple country girl determined to start a new
life in paris so far so good she s found a great job and a great man but all is
not as rosy as it seems in the city of lights where warring shifter forces
conspire to seize power gargoyles wolves vampires and even dragons not that
clara has a clue until one fateful night anna lowe s fire maidens billionaires
bodyguards series danger lurks over europe where a ruthless dragon clan plots
to seize power in the grandest most glamorous cities the guardians of old have
summoned a new generation of shifter heroes to protect the castles cathedrals
and cobblestoned streets of their ancestral homes and to seek out the last of
the fire maidens women coveted by the dark lords for their royal blood those
women are absolutely off limits to the young warriors tasked with protecting
them but destiny of course has other ideas a series of sizzling paranormal
romances with adult content each story is a page turner packed with action
emotion and romance no cliff hangers if you like smoldering hot shapeshifters
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military heroes and royal intrigue you ll love these books join these strong
heroines and their alpha heroes in atmospheric locales filled with danger
suspense each book available in ebook audio

Paris Rose
a bonus epilogue to love of the dragon book 5 in anna lowe s aloha shifters
jewels of the heart series this short story is not a standalone book this bonus
scene takes place seven weeks after the events of love of the dragon silas and
cassandra are in new york hot on the trail of the sixth spirit stone and hot in
other ways too

Hot on the Trail
a bonus epilogue to lure of the tiger book 5 in anna lowe s aloha shifters
jewels of the heart series this short story is not a standalone book catch a
tiger takes place two months after the events of lure of the tiger

Catch a Tiger
a bonus epilogue to lure of the fox book 6 in anna lowe s aloha shifters jewels
of the heart series this short story is not a standalone book this bonus scene
takes place in arizona seven weeks after the events of lure of the fox it
follows ella and jake in their next steps toward the happily ever after they so
deserve

The Good Life
a bonus epilogue to rebel wolf book 4 in anna lowe s aloha shifters pearls of
desire series this short story is not a standalone book double date takes place
six weeks after the events of rebel wolf it includes some sweet shifter loving
and a surprise twist that will make you smile and maybe even shed a tear the
good kind i mean

Double Date
a bonus epilogue to rebel bear book 2 in anna lowe s aloha shifters pearls of
desire series this short story is not a standalone book a bear s blessings
takes place two weeks after the conclusion of rebel bear tim and hailey are
settling into a peaceful new life together and they re ready to take the next
step

A Bear’s Blessings
a bonus epilogue to rebel alpha book 5 in anna lowe s aloha shifters pearls of
desire series this short story is not a standalone book this bonus epilogue
takes place four months after the events of rebel alpha get your tissues ready
for happy tears

A Rebel's Peace
short story bonus scene to rebel dragon a short story bonus epilogue takes
place six weeks after the conclusion of rebel dragon connor and jenna are a
happily mated pair with few worries on their horizon except one complete short
story happily ever after no cliffhanger

Treasured Mate
an action packed animal adventure series with a wild and dangerous location and
a heroine who lives breathes and sleeps horses a wild and dangerous mountain
setting and a daughter who lives breathes and sleeps horses is a recipe for
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trouble for ranch owner sandy scott but kirstie is undaunted by her mother s
warnings she s at her happiest riding the trails through the tall forests and
deep canyons of the meltwater range new arrival moondance is a salebarn bargain
beautiful but only half schooled hadley blames rival dude owner ty tyler for
the blue roan s bad habits and poor condition kirstie shares the old wrangler s
doubts over tyler s claims for his magical horse training method but she s not
happy when hadley rides into a head on confrontation which could put both his
and moondance s lives at risk

Moondance
a wild and dangerous mountain setting and a daughter who lives breathes and
sleeps horses is a recipe for trouble for ranch owner sandy scott but kirstie
is undaunted by her mother s warnings

Wild Horses
when a guest at the ranch falls from his horse and breaks his arm he accuses
the horse johnny mohawk of bucking him off kirstie doesn t believe his story
one little bit now his father is determined to sue the half moon ranch for
thousands of dollars can kirstie prove johnny mohawk s innocence before it s
too late

Starlight
this bonus scene expands on a short passage in the epilogue of damnation which
mentions how happy jessica and simon have been ever since they exchanged mating
bites in one thrilling passionate night not long after the fight by popular
demand here s that steamy scene

Johnny Mohawk
a city boy learns to ride a horse and fall in love the closest to livestock
dave s ever been is taking a picture on a camel on leave from his last
deployment so when an invitation to work at his best friend s ranch falls in
his lap he should say no becca doesn t need help and sure as hell doesn t need
some dime store cowboy her brother hired messing with her cattle but turning
away the guy that saved her brother s life in afghanistan isn t something she
can do she just didn t plan on falling in love with anyone especially not her
brother s best friend he didn t plan on finding a place that felt like home
even if it means breaking the unspoken rule of staying away from becca will
they take a risk on love or will the sparks between them ignite a prairie fire
that will destroy everything hypnotize the moon is a contemporary western
romance with a hot sensuality rating and mature themes this is an
interconnected stand alone novel with no cheating and a happily ever after this
novel is ownvoices for ptsd and brain injury

The Mating Bite
it wasn t too long ago that tina hawthorne was desperately fighting her
attraction to rick rivera the irresistible human who could never ever be her
mate she d never been tempted to throw caution to the wind for any man except
for the sweet sexy human from the neighboring ranch when a hellish foe nearly
claimed rick s life everything she held dear stood a hairsbreadth away from a
nightmarish end now months after tina and rick conquered the odds they find
themselves with one final obstacle to happily furever after as a mated pair

Hypnotize the Moon
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Happily Mated After
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